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Witness to Guantanamo: A Project for Humanity
by Camille Lucidi
Peter Jan Honigsberg, Professor of Law at the University of
San Francisco, was invited to USD last semester to share his
project, Witness to Guantanamo, with Law and Master of Peace
and Justice Students. On that occasion he agreed to answer
questions regarding his work and his recent publications.
Professor Honigsberg, thank you very much for agreeing to answer my questions. In Our Nation Unhinged, the
Human Consequence of the War on Terror you emphasize
the legal distinction between labeling someone a prisoner of
war or an unlawful combatant under the Geneva Convention, and the term "enemy combatant" designed by the
Bush administration, which doesn't have any legal meaning
within international law. What are the effects of such a distinction on humanitarian law protecting the rights of combatants, and on the following prosecutions?
According to the Geneva Conventions (GC) to which the
United States is a party, all people captured in war are considered either "lawful combatants," also known as Prisoners of
War, or "unlawful combatants," also known as "civilians." The
term "enemy combatant" has no meaning under the GC. In
fact, before September 2001, "enemy combatant" was nothing
more than a generic term. In addition, all combatants are protected from cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment, as well
as torture. By classifying the captives as "enemy combatants,''
the Bush Administration intended to circumvent the requirements of the GC, and give themselves license to torture. Interestingly, President Obama recently substituted the term
,"unprivileged enemy belligerent" in place of "unlawful enemy
combatant." From my understanding, this change in terminology does not fully bring us back within the folds of the GC.
Your book also mentions the torture memos. What are
they, and what is their relation to international humanitarian law?
The Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel (OLC)
provides legal advice to· the Attorney General and the President.
After 9/ 11, the OLC drafted memos interpreting treaties and

federal statutes addressing law of war issues. Several memos
analyzed the definition of torture under the UN Convention
Against Torture, of which we are a party, and under US federal
statutes that forbid torture. The memos narrowly defined torture to situations that rise to the level of organ failure or death.
In essence, the memos provided legal cover for the CIA and the
military to torture. The memos were largely written by John
Yoo, a professor at U.C. Berkeley School of Law, and Jay Bybee, who sits on the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. In another
(Co11ti11ued 011 page 2, "G11a11ta11amo")

The Conflict Between South and North Sudan and Darfur
by Mary Elizabeth Grant
The tenuous peace agreement between Northern and Southern regions of
Sudan threatens to unravel, potentially
returning the country to civil war. More
killings have occurred in Southern Sudan
in recent months than in Darfur, where
the campaign of genocide that began in
2003 appears to be waning.
Sudan is Africa's largest country and
is one of the most rapidly growing economies in the world due to its abundance of
petroleum and crude oil. However Sudan
has experienced more civil unrest than
any other country in Africa due to approximately forty years of civil war.
Sudan gained its independence from
United Kingdom in 1956, after 57 years
of joint Anglo Egyptian governance.
During its governance, the United Kingdom divided Sudan into two regions, the
North and the South, which were gov-

erned by separate administrations. The
British established a law that prohibited
citizens of the two regions from crossing
the border separating them. North Sudan
is inhabited primarily by Arab Muslims
whereas South Sudan is inhabited primarily by Christian non Arabs. Presumably
the British established the law to prevent
the spread of Islam into the southern region. However the separation created the
mentality of regionalism that are the
seeds of continuing conflict in the country.
In 1955, Southern Sudanese feared
that Northern Sudan would dominate the
South once independence from the UK
was implemented. Consequently a guerilla movement began fighting the North.
In 1972 the Addis Ababa peace agreement was signed which authorized Southern Sudan regiol).s to self govern within a

united Sudan. The regional governments
were prohibited from legislating or exercising power over national matters such
as external affairs and national defense,
foreign trade, currency, and communications .
The Khartoum government in North
Sudan illegaJly revised the Addis Ababa
agreement in 1977. Southern troops rebeJled against the North in 1983 due to
(Continued on page 3)
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memo, the authors determined that techniques like placing someone in a
"confinement box" with insects; sleep
deprivation for 11 days; "walling;" stress
positions; and waterboarding were not in
violation of United States or international
laws. The memos that address torture
issues have been collectively described as
the "torture memos."

Have those techniques been used on
the former detainees that you have interviewed in the context of yc;mr project, "Witness to Guantanamo"?
We are currently engaged in a project
to film in-depth interviews of as many
former detainees as possible around the
world, and archive the videos for history.
We began the project after I completed
my book, "Our Nation Unhinged." In
our pilot project in summer 2009, we interviewed 16 men in 5 countries. In early
January 2010, we will travel to Palau to
interview the Uyghurs, men from East
Turkistan, a country that was invaded by
China in the mid-20th century, who were
relocated from Guantanamo to Palau in
October 2009.
We have heard very disturbing stories
from the men we have interviewed. One
man told us how he was hung by his
wrists for 5 days in the freezing Afghanistan winter. He passed out from hanging
after 3 days. Later, he was transported
by American officials to Guantanamo.
Another man described how the military
inserted a hose into his mQuth and forced
water into his stomach, a technique
known as "water treatment." Several of
the men told us how they were gassed,
maced and severely beaten by soldiers in
riot gear and helmets in Guantanamo in a
process called "ERFed." ERF stands for
Emergency Response Force. One man
told how he was lying on the ground,
while soldiers stomped with their heavy
boots on his back and spine and then
kicked him in his face mercilessly.
Of course, there was also mental torture. Several men described Guantanamo
as a "psychological prison." Men were
held in isolation for weeks, months and
even years. One man was in isolation for
4 years, and could only speak to his
guards and his interrogators throughout
that period. Many men described sensory
deprivation, including denial of sleep,
food, exercise, warm clothes, a bed and
blankets, along with no access to family
or even lawyers. Several men appeared
to have become mentally unstable and
unhinged while in Guantanamo.
The International Center for Transitional Justice recently published a
policy paper, "Criminal Justice for
Criminal Policy: Prosecuting Abuses
of Detainees in US Counterterrorism
Operations," that also focuses on the
alteration of the laws for detainees and
builds up a strategy to prosecute
abuses. Have you noticed a recent increase in initiatives to restore the
rights of these combatants from
NGOs? What impact did it have, if
any? .

MOTIONS
Yes, NGOs, human rights advocates,
and even several nations are taking the
initiative in demanding accountability.
Spain recently began an investigation
into whether 6 former attorneys in the
Bush administration, including former
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales and
John Yoo, should be prosecuted for violating the human rights of Spanish detainees in Guantanamo. In fall 2009, Italy convicted, in abstentia, 22 American
CIA agents for seizing an Egyptian cleric
-off the street in Milan and transporting
him to Egypt, where he was tortured under America's extraordinary rendition
program.
NGOs have also been actively advocating for truth commissions, prosecutions of former Bush Administration officials and reparations. However, these
initiatives can only go so far. Until President Obama is willing to seriously address accountability issues, not much will
happen. Unfortunately, Obama has said
that he wants to move forward and leave
the Bush years and their violations of the
rule of law and human rights behind.

How did the ""'itness to Guantanamo".project start and what is its
mission?
After I wrote the book, I realized that
my work was far from complete. If we
do not document rule of law and human
rights violations post 9/ 11 now, there
may come a time ip. the future when people will never fully understand the horror
that was Guantanamo. We believed that
if we conducted in-depth filmed interviews of the Guantanamo survivors, we
would help inform this and future generations of the crimes the Bush Administration committed in the name of the war on
terror. We looked to the ''Shoah" project,
in which Holocaust survivors were interviewed and videotaped to ensure that the
history of the Holocaust was accurately
preserved, as our model. Hopefully, 20
years from now, 50 years from now, the
detainees' narratives will resonate with
America. One former detainee, Raj
Boudella, an Algerian now living in Bosnia, told us that he volunteered to speak
to our Witness to Guantanamo project for
the sake of future generations. He told a
story of how in his Muslim religion, if
you are holding a tree and it is th~ day of
judgment, you still plant the tree for the
next generation. We are collecting the
stories of the men in Guantanamo for the
next generations. .
What was your first impression after interviewing former detainees?
When the filmmaker and I were at
one of the many airports last summer, she
asked me, "What are you getting out of
all these interviews?" My spontaneous
response was this one word:
"Humanity." In wars, people inevitably
cast the other side as less than human.
We easily forget that these men, most of
whom were not captured by.us, but were
purchased by us, as I explain below, have
wives and mothers and fathers and children back home. How quickly we forget
the humanity in us all.

News
You also underlined, during your
presentation _at USD, that one of the
failures of the system was to forget that
the men detained in Guantanamo were
humans. How can this be reconciled
with the constant threat of terrorism in
the US?
I think it is important for people to
know that somewhere between 80-90
percent of all men in Guantanamo were
purchased by the United States from Af- ,
ghanis and Pakistanis. After 9/11, the
U.S. dropped millions of flyers over Afghanistan saying that we will pay somewhere from $3000 to $20,000 for an al
Qaeda or Taliban member. The average
annual income in Afghanistan was $800.
The money was a powerful incentive to
tum in tribal enemies or any Arab man
one could find on the street.
To the extent that any of the men in
Guantanamo are dangerous to the U.S.,
they will be prosecuted. However, of the
nearly 800 men who were in Guantanamo, over 550 men have been released, and the Administration plans to
release another 125 to 150. Only approximately 40 of the men will be prosecuted. Another 50 men who are too·dangerous to be released but who cannot be
tried - either because the evidence
against them is tainted from confessions
given under torture or the evidence is secret and classified - will likely be held in
indefinite detention. We need to have a
better system in place to find and prosecute the men who are truly on a mission
to destroy us.
How do you locate former detainees around the world and come in contact with them?
While researching for my book, I
spoke with many of the CO}lrageous lawyers and NGOs who represented the detainees. When we began the Witness to
Guantanamo project, I contacted these
same lawyers and NGOs for assistance.
The Center For Constitutional Rights
(CCR) in New York, which was the central clearinghouse for all lawyers representing Guantanamo detainees, and Reprieve in London, headed by one of the
most amazing Guantanamo lawyers,
Clive Stafford Smith, were exceptionally
helpful. There were countless individual
lawyers who were also very gracious in
assisting me, including the Dean ofU.C.
Irvine School of Law, Erwin Chemerinsky, who represents two detainees.
What have been the achievements
of the project so far?
We have heard some remarkable narratives from the men we have interviewed. For example, a significantly
large proportion of the men told how
they, in their own way, had resisted the
inhumane treatment in Guantanamo.
One man said that he spit at the guards
and threw water and even feces at them.
He said that even though he knew the
guards would beat him terribly, he resisted anyway because it gave him satisfaction and allowed him to maintain his
spirits to keep him alive.
(Continued on page 3)
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consistent violations of the Addis Ababa ·
agreement. The national government
based in Khartoum instituted Islamic
(sharia) law applicable to the whole
country a few months after the rebellion
began. The implementation of sharia
law further alienated the South and the
North.
Finally the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement was signed in 2005 signaling
the end of the second civil war. The
CPA provides for power and wealth
sharing between North and South Sudan
and a 2011 referendum for full independence by the South . Southern Sudan generates significant revenue from the production of oil and seeks to retain some of
the revenue.
Implementation of the CPA has been
exceeding slow, hampered in part by
poor infrastructure and by the genocide
in Darfur. In 2003 prior to the signing of
the CPA, rebels in the Darfur region began fighting the government due to economic deprivation. The Khartoum gov. ernment armed Arab militias known as
the Janjaweed to fight the rebels and allegedly to engage in ethnic cleansing of
non Arabs.
Wide spread atrocities have been
committed in which whole villages,
crops, and livestock were destroyed and
wells poisoned.
Over 200,000 to
400,000 people have been killed in what
has been labeled a genocide. Over 2.5
million people have been displaced from
their homes.
Many of the refugees now live in

refugee camps in Chad in deplorable
conditions, lacking adequate water, food,
sanitation, and security. Aid workers
have been killed by both rebels and Janjaweed. Women must leave the safety of
refugee camps in order to gather fire
wood to facilitate cooking. When they
leave they are frequently attacked by rebels or Janjaweed and brutally raped,
usually gang raped.
International attention was diverted
to halt the atrocities in Darfur and to provide aid to the displaced. The violence
in Darfur has consequently decreased
greatly due to the signing of a peace
agreement in 2006 and the continued
presence of African Union peacekeeping
forces in the region. However, the tenuous status quo could be reignited by the
rising tensions between the North and
South and potential dissolution of the
CPA. Distrust and violence is on the rise
with the South fearing the North will attempt to gain control over the South' s oil
fields.. A recent attack on a village in
South Sudan in the middle of the night in
which 185 people were killed underscores the fragility of peace in the region.
In order to continue protecting and
aiding people in Darfur, the international
community must redirect its attention to
the conflict between the North and
South. Focus must be placed on implementing the CPA and enforcing its terms
both in order to prevent another civil war
and to prevent further deterioration in
Darfur.
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We also heard many stories of how
the medical profession was complicit in
the torture. Doctors would monitor the
vital signs of detainees while they were
being tortured in order to make sure that
· the men did not die during their ordeals.
Detainees also told u~ that they would not
ask for a dentist when they had toothaches or cavities, since they understood
that the dentists would pull their teeth.
When we asked the men what their
worst experiences were, two men said
that it was watching someone else being
beaten and not being able to do anything
about it.

We also learned more about how the
men endured the mistreatment and torture, many thinking of their families and
their religion to sustain them, others focusing on learning the languages of their
colleagues in the prison. One man
learned 6 languages while in Guantanamo.
What are the goals of the Witness
to Guantanamo project for the upcoming years?
We plan to interview as many men as
possible over the next two years. When
we complete the interview phase, we will
begin translating and transcribing the interviews. We will also search for loca-

tions around the world to store the videos
and the transcriptions. We would like to
store the videos in a number of countries
in order to provide access worldwide and
to assure that the videos will always be
available.
We also would like to share our work
with others in the human rights fields.
For example, one filmmaker from New
York phoned a few months ago and
asked whether we can provide her clips
of our work to use in a documentary she
is making on the complicity of the medical profession in the inhumane treatment
and torture.

I
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Of Broken Promises & Piggybanks

Opinion
opinion@usdmotions.com

Justice For All
by Zachary Crosner ·
"Truth, Justice, and the American
Way:" is Superman's slogan truly representative of our modem judicial system?
Is the lady holding the scales of justice
actually able to impart blind impartiality?
Is "all for one and one for all" nothing
more than the fictional cry of the Three
Musketeers? Do our Constitutional guarantees mandate a level playing ground for
all? Or, do these few examples, and
countless others, often receive limited
recognition from our legislature, judiciary, and political representatives?
If these principals of justice were
uniformly and fairly applied, the public
would have little reason to view our judicial system as being one of "the haves
versus the have..:nots." After all, perception can be as powerful as reality. We, as
law students and soon to be neophyte attorneys, need to be aware of, and actively
participate in, achieving the goal of uniform and fair justice.
California has just become the
first state to sign into law a "Civil
Gideon" statute. It has taken 46 years to
extend the holding of Gideon vs. Wainright, which mandated indigent representation in criminal cases, to a similar civil
setting. The civil statute provides for a
low income pilot program to run from
July 2011-July2017. It will make available free counsel in civil cases where
there are basic human needs at stake.
While its scope is limited, it is a bold beginning, and it will include qualified
cases of domestic violence, evictions,
elder abuse, child custody disputes, and
cases of neglect.
It is our duty,.as law students and
legal counselors, to assist in the expan-

Editorial
You might have seen recently that
that the legal field is undergoing a major
overhaul, brought on by the Great Recession we're currently wading through.
According to some commentators, the era
of easy 2L . summers followed by sixfigure jobs post-bar are over. Some are
saying that the legal field will be much
more like every other industry, where the
young and inexperienced start out low
and have to work their way up, no matter
how high their class rank or position on
law review.
This might be a good thing overall.
The hiring system as it stands doesn't
seem to be working that well. Students
hear stories about associates at firms that
did document review for five years before they left, or joined a litigation firm,
only to be stuck assisting more senior
partners in simple depositions. It seems
like the only way to get useful, realworld experience is to work for the government, or a non-profit, simply because
they cannot afford to hire experienced
lawyers.
So a little competition and belttightening in the legal field might be just
what it needs. However, this has also
spurred on a debate amongst lawyers that
feel they were "lied" to by law schools
and the legal profession at large.
These bloggers and writers have
spilled immeasurable ink, complaining
that they feel they graduated with over
$150,000 in debt, and no hint of the job
they feel they were promised. They complain that when deciding to go to school,
they were kept from the real-world that
lawyers face-namely, one in which only
the top of the profession make above

$100,000, and such a salary requires
making sacrifices to allow for a 80-hour
work week.
These commentators say that law
schools inflate their statistics of employed graduates (anyone remember Pepperdine' s meteoric rise a few years
ago??) to bump up the U.S. News &
World Report ranking, which has the indirect effect of inflating the hopes of law
students that might not get jobs in the
legal field post-graduation.
And they
have a point here.
But Motions believes that such comments just unfounded whining, coming
from very entitled mouths. The cold,
hard truth is that being a lawyer is tough,
and to get. to the $500k+ level, you have
to be an experienced and talented lawyer,
but also be a rainmaker too. A lot is required to make it in the legal field, just
like any other profession. If someone
lied to you and said that someone will
pay you $180,000/year to go to happy
hour, then take it up with them. And
punch yourself in the face for believing
what you know cannot be true.
If you want to get paid for gladhanding, try business school.
To those of us that are graduating
with close to $200,000 in debt, law
school was a risk. If we are teaching
high school history in a few years, then it
probably didn't pay off. If we're solo
practitioners, still paying $1100/month in
2020 . . . well, we're not sure. I guess it
depends on what you were looking for.
Whatever your situation, law school is a
risk for sure, and those that lost should
have worked harder.

Got something on your mind? Angry/happy about something?
Then WRITE FOR MOTIONS.
Email editor@usdmotions.com for more info

(Co111inued on page 5)
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Student Faces
This month we asked students ...
What's new in your iPod?

Bridget Keto,
3L

"A band called Aqualung,
which is really just one guy
named Matt Hales from
London.. The album I have is
·called "Strange and Beautiful"
and it's perfect "study
music" (slow and melodic)."

Annie Macaleer,
3L

""All things Taylor Swift."

Jordan Nager,
3L

"Tardy for the Party - Kim
Zolciak"

Lyndsi Andreas,
3L

"Lykke Li, - 'Youth Novels. "' I .
love it.

.....

,..,..... ~

The Talker Behinder my Backer and "Such As" ...
By Jessie Zaylia
Let's face it, gals, and guys, and
other socially defined (or ignored) persons. There are students out there that ...
well ... that we love. We want to hug
them, and squeeze them, and call them
George.
Normally, we might keep all of
these sunshiney wishes and rainbow kisses
to ourselves, but let's expose ourselves.
Yes! Let Motions be our "E"motions!
One of these cuddly wuddlies is
the guy behind you. You know, the guy
who talks incessantly throughout class to
the poor victim who happened to sit next
to him at the beginning of the semester.
This guy has a lot of warmth. So much, in
fact, that he apparently can't keep it in!
So, don't shoosh him. Smile. Hold hands.
And squeeze that lovable muffin.
Next is the undergrad in the law
school car pool spot at 9:57 a.m. just waiting in her car for it to tum 10:00 a.m. so
that she doesn't get a ticket. God only
knows how long she's been sitting there. ·

Sure, we stare. But not because we're envious, spiteful, vengeful, or secretly wanting to perform an illegal act upon her vehicle even though we're in law school. No,
no, no, my friends. Embrace her tenacity.
Admire her persistence. In fact, we look
up to this spry, young ball of inspiration.
Hell, maybe one day we, too, will be like
her and arrive on campus just in time to
scheme out this very spot. Cuz god knows
we don't all want to get here at 5:30 a.m.
for the primo parking space like Noah
Aleshire. So, here's to you, oh loveable
undergrad! We, like, think you're totally,
like, killer!
And I'm confident that I speak for
all of us when I say that I couldn't really
go on in law school without the daily goget-'em-boy comments by-you know
who-the Gunner. The Gunner can be a
inan, a woman, an intersexed individual.
The truth is, we never know which fun
wrapping our Gunner will come in. But,
man! What a wonderful surprise that eve-

ryone gets to experience upon entering law
school! It's like your own personal unbirthday present. The assertiveness! The
fortitude! The sheer skill of this ... this
being. I hug my Gunner. • You should give
it a whirl. Go on. Just think happy
thoughts.
And, finally, who doesn't simply
adore the "I'll only be on my cell phone
for 15 minutes in the California Reading
Room in the LRC" delightful tart. Whispering totally helps, too. It's so considerate, and we just want to shoot loving
moonbeams at you so that you know it's
cool, man. No prob. Don 't bum an extra
1/10 of a calorie to get up to freaking walk
outside so that you're not a rude jerk.
While you're at it, tell her I love her, too,
ok? The LRC is beautiful, after all, so
who would ever want to leave? Just ask a
1L or even an undergrad during finals.
Can't get enough. We understand. And
when you have to pee, we'lJ watch your
stuff. Why? Because we heart you.

(Continued from page 4)

stead, all firms, in-house-counsel, sole
practitioners, and law students must share
in this professional responsibility.
USD has a rich tradition of participating in student pro bono legal assistance programs. There is a myriad of legal clinics and student organizations
whose curriculum encompasses a moral
and ethical commitment to assist those in
our community who can not afford legal
representation. Students in the Small
Claims Clinic assist low-income families
in preparing their cases for trial, and participate in outreach presentations at various community organizations and events.
The Entrepreneurship Clinic provides pro
bono services to low income entrepreneurs who want to start or expand a small
business. The Landlord Tenant Clinic
counsels needy clients in unlawful detainer actions, and the Tax Clinic represents low income taxpayers in their tax
disputes with the IRS. Likewise, many

law student organizations are dedicated
to providing pro bono services. The USD
chapter of Pro Bono Legal Advocates,
The National Lawyers Guild, and the Environmental Law Society are a few examples of student groups actively involved in serving the public good.
Opportunities abound for each of
us as students to contribute meaningful
legal assistance to those in need. Too often, our profession has been made the
butt of jokes and its members have been
viewed as greedy and impassioned opportunists. Frequently, lower income citizens feel they are left to fend for themselves in an unfriendly, unfair, and complicated judicial system. By helping the
needy navigate the path of justice, we
will achieve increased respect for our
profession. The skills we all work so hard
to learn will truly make a difference.
"Truth, justice, and the American Way"
should be a reality, not just a slogan.

sion, impleme:q.tation, and prosecution of
civil laws designed to assist the needy, by
offering adequate legal representation.
The Model Rules of Professional Responsibility 6.1: Voluntary Pro Bono
Publico Service states, "Every lawyer has
a professional responsibility to provide
legal services to those unable to pay. A
lawyer should aspire to render at least
(50) hours of pro bono publico legal services per year." The State Bar of California urges all attorneys to contribute similar pro bono legal services each year, and
their web site provides specific information on the wide range of available pro ·
bono opportunities.
Irrespective of any such rules, the
commitment must be made by each of us
to actively participate in pro bono legal
repres~ntation. It cannot be the sole responsibility of large law firms to provide
the majority of pro bono assistance. In-

(
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Choking, Tanking and Just Plain Blowing It
By Tom Yatteau
Year after year, as the regular season in every major sport winds down,
there are always complaints about the
competitiveness of late season games. At
the close of this NFL regular season, people felt that the Indianapolis Colts and
Cincinnati Bengals put forth little to no
effort to beat the New York Jets, allowing the Jets to win two key games, propelling them into·the playoffs. Every
year, as the NBA season comes to a
close, teams sit veteran players, with the
intention that they will lose as many
games as possible, and therefore, secure a
. greater probability that they will win the
Draft Lottery and land a player that will
change the fortunes of their franchise. In
baseball, the worst teams, year in and
year out, trade away their only talent to
the big boys, in return for prospects that
will hopefully make them contenders in
the future, but in the short term, just
guarantees that they won't compete down
the stretch. In every case, fans, talking
heads, and blowhards feel cheated, but
more importantly, they claim the integrity of the game has been cheated. All of
these "victims" have potential solutions
for late season tanking that will encour:
age teams to play out the string with the
same effort and urgency as when they
opened the season. Unfortunately, nothing ever really changes, and the same
thing happens every year. The question
that needs to be addressed is whether this
can be fixed, and more importantly, does
it really need to be fixed?
As someone who follows teams in
the NFL (Denver Broncos), the NBA
(Denver Nuggets), and the English Pre-
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gan asking questions about what seemed
like an insurmountable lead:
"When's our parade?"
'Killers captain Steve Caloiaro,
would respond, "I'll show you a parade"
as he swung at the first pitch of the bottom half of the fourth inning and drove it
into left field for a single and "marched"
his way over to first base while humming
"Yankee Doodle Dandy."
With Caloiaro's fine marching
and humming skills providing inspiration, the 'Killers broke·out of their slump
and answered back with one hit after another-closing the score to 9-4 and loading the bases with two outs for 'Killers
slugger Ben White, 2L. White, who had
uncharacteristically struggled in his first
two at-bats, would end his slump and
drive the ball 837 feet over the right field
fence/bushes and through the Jenny Craig
Pavilion roof. This, in turn, forced an
abrupt end to a "super-super important"
late-night USD Men 's Basketball Practice and closed the score to 9-8.
Asked about his grand slam after
the game, White said, "That was definitely a very happy moment for me, my

mier League (Manchester City), my primary concern is how well these teams
perform in a given year. I always want
my teams to do well, but when they don't
(think Nuggets from 1996-2003), I really
don 't care if they tank at the end of the
year. Why? Because there are no real
penalties for being really, really, bad.

If people truly want to fix
late season tanking, the most interesting
way to do so would be to adopt the rules
of all major professional soccer leagues
in Europe. If you finish in the bottom
three of your league, you get relegated to
the next professional division, and the
three teams that finish at the top of that
league get promoted upward. In these
leagues, the bottom teams are always
fighting for their lives to stay up, and

teammates, and, most importantly, my
family. [Basketball Coach Bill Grier]
wasn't too stoked when I asked for the
ball back so I could take it home during
winter break and show my mom. He said
something about how the team would
probably go less than .500 out-ofconference play because of this super.super important practice being disturbed,
but I could care less about that. That
ball, like my special orange highlighter,
was important to me. O' Doyle
rules." (Editors Note: The Torero's went
7-9 in out-of-conference play).
After White 's Grand Slam, however, the Slappers were able to hold the
' Killers' bats in check and strung together several good innings and walked
away with their second championship in
as many years. One 'Slappers member
said after the game, "We deserved this.
They are 2Ls, and they'd probably just
go study if they won tonight. We're 3Ls
and, well, we're off to the bar."
The Ball Slappers dedicated the
win to absent teammate Bala Ramasamy,
who, in a controversial decision, was
placed on injured reserve shortly before
the "big dance" due to a case of HlNl.

teams near the top always play their best
in the hopes that they can get promoted.
Of course, there are hitches that
prevent this from happening. First, these
leagues have enough professional teams
to provide for such a system. In England,
there are over 90 professional soccer
teams in four different divisions. There
are only 32 NFL franchises, 30 NBA
franchises, and 30 MLB franchises.
There is no network set up to allow for
switching leagues. Second, the owners
of these franchises are not about to put
themselves at risk of losing millions of
dollars in revenue by being relegated to
lower divisions. Finally, this would create major problems in terms of ordering
the drafts of these leagues. Soccer has no
drafts, and clubs buy up players from
other clubs to fill out their rosters. This
is essentially how things operate in baseball, but the NFL and NBA have salary
caps that affect how trades and signings
are accomplished, and their drafts are vitally important to turning a team's fortunes around.
I personally would love to see this
system in American sports. For example,
the Pittsburg Pirates are one of the worst
teams in baseball every year. Their owners seem content to trade their best players, and they never seem to improve. If I
were a Pirates fan, I would feel hopeless
because my owner has no motivation to
keep good players if he can continue to
pay his team peanuts, and get a huge
check from every year MLB as part of
revenue sharing. Imagine a scenario
where this standard was threatened. If
(Continued on page 7)

Left-fielder Paul Nardulli, 3L,
said ofBala's absence, "You know, Bala
has a lot of heart. Like, Celine Dion
heart. Heart that goes on and on, whether
he is near or far, wherever you are, his
heart goes on and on. And we felt his
heart tonight. And it just may have .
pushed us to the top tonight. Just maybe."
Steve Caloiaro, Killers Captain
and Director USD's Grad/Law Softball
League, said after the game that "Despite
my team's loss tonight, the season was a
fantastic success for both my team and
the league. There were far fewer injuries,
far fewer drunken epithets flung at us
from random undergrads driving by or
people living in Manchester village, and
nobody tried to pick fights with former
MMA combatants."
Grad I Law Softball 's Spring Season will begin on February 4th. The regular season will run for 8 weeks and the
playoffs will run an additional 3 weeks
for those teams that advance. The Grad I
Law Softball League will also host their
inaugural All-Star game this coming
Spring. Visit http://www.sandiego.edu/
campusrecreation/intramurals/ for more.
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Upcoming Events
Avoiding a Conviction: Derailing the
Railroad
Saturday, Jan. 23, 8:30-3 :30
Warren Hall, Rm 131
This seminar focuses on diverting the one
way destination to conviction and derailing the prosecutorial train.
Battle of the Brains 4.0-Final Round
Tuesday, Feb 2, 5:00pm-9:00pm
Come join students and faculty to watch
the final round of Battle of the Brains!
Reception begins at 5.00PM and the final
round begins at 6.00PM.
Originalism Works-in-Progress Conference
Friday, Feb. 5-Sat., Feb. 6
Warren Hall, faculty reading room
Sponsored by the Center for the Study of
Constitutional Originalism, the conference will involve the presentation of a
variety of new works concerning
originalism. All scholars who write about
originalism are invited to attend and there
will be substantial opportunities for audience commentary and participation.
28th Annual Careers in the Law
Wed., Feb. 10, 4:00-5:00 Grace Court-·
room, 5-7:00 Warren Hall Lobby
Careers in the Law is the law school's
largest and most important alumni and
student networking event. The program is
a collaborative effort of the law alumni .
board's student relations committee, the
office of development and alumni relations and Career Services.
(Continued ji-om page 6)

the Pirates finish at the bottom, they get
kicked down to a lower league. The
owner would have e:very incentive to
make his team as competitive as possible
because relegation would lead to a significant loss in revenue. Similarly, in the
NBA, teams with the worst record always
tank for the last month of the season.
Donald Sterling (owner of the Los Angeles Clippers) is content with having a terrible team year in and year out because
he makes a lot of money by having a bad
team in LA. If the Clippers were to lose
their NBA affiliation, and play in a lower
league, he would start losing money, and
perhaps, he might attempt to field a competitive team to avoid this embarrassment. In the NFL, would the Raiders or
the Lions make better decisions if their
continued ineptitude led to relegation?
A promotion/relegation system
would incentivize teams to play their best
all year, but it doesn't solve every problem. At the close of the NFL season,
people were furious that good teams gave

By Eric Meyer
Andrew is one of my oldest friends
and a former college roommate of mine.
He was also a fine. arts major. If you
showed him a Jackson Pollock, he would
tell you it sucked. If you showed him a
Van Gogh, he would tell you he could
paint the same thing with a Kindergartner's watercolor play set. The funny thing
is that he is probably right. He is the most
talented drawer or painter I know. My favorite painting he did in college was of the
rapper Rick Ross posing with dark sunglasses in front of a brick wall. I'm convinced if he showed the painting to Rick
Ross that the fat boy Ricky Ross would
pay thousands for it.
During a fine Boulder afternoon, I was
watching one of the two televisions in our
living room (the other was inoperable
when one of my friends fell through it
during a drunken after hours wrestling
match) when Andrew came home irate
from class. He displayed the Rick Ross
painting to his painting class and the professor told him it was impressive, but
asked what the meaning was behind the
painting? One could assume the painting
spoke of the emergence of the modem
black male in contemporary society or of
the arrogance rampant throughout the
world of hip hop. That's not what Andrew
answered or meant with his paint strokes.
He told the professor the painting held no
meaning. It was Rick Ross in front of a .
brick wall. And it was ''dope." Why
couldn't the professor see that?
Throughout this semester in Art Law,
Andrew's point of view has resonated
with me. People spend millions of dollars
purchasing, collecting, and litigating over
art. But what are they paying for and
transfixed by? Is it the meaning behind the
art? Is it the status of owning sought after
fine art? Is it an economic investment? Is

it simply because the art lOoks "dope"? I
can't answer these questions; art means
different things to different people.
I'm writing this because I just read
online that a Warhol painting of 200 one
dollar bills on canvas recently sold at an
auction house for $43.8 million dollars. I
find this mesmerizing because Warhol is
famous for turning pop art into fine artpurchasing a Warhol is almost like ridiculing the art world and yo~self. Warhol [or
his estate] gained an inordinate amount of
money and fame by proving people do not
care about the meaning and quality of any
product-they only care about the name
attached to it. This phenomenon is troubling as it extends far beyond the art
world. People in media today are not
praised because of who they are or what
they do. They are commended because of
where they are. Generally, you have to be
accomplished before the world knows
who you are. Not anymore. Now, one is
put in the spotlight and is then a famous
fixture in society just because they are
there.
Next time you see an Andy Warhol,
don't praise him for how he amazingly
replicated the intricacies of a Campbell's
tomato soup can. Praise him for foreseeing how popular culture would fall to the
point where major publications and re-.
spected news outlets would place more
emphasis on kids in balloons and the sexual escapades of a sociopathic divorced
couple with eight children than on, let's
say, international relations or healthcare
reform. And if you 're curious what Andrew thinks about the Warhol selling for
43.8 million: "Pathetic ... if it was Warhol's smeared shit on a canvas, it'd sell
for that same amount." Well put.

up and lost games
they otherwise
should have easily
.... ~
won. This basically allowed the
Jets into the playoffs over other
teams. Is this fair
to those other
teams? No, but
who really cares.
If you played well enough to coast
through the end of the season, that is a
right that you have earned. The only
thing a team owes to anybody is to put
their franchise in the best position to win
a championship. If this means giving up
on games that don't matter, so be it.
Teams that may lose out because of this
only have themselves to blame. If you
can't win enough games to get in the
playoffs, don't blame other teams for not
beating people for you. Ultimately, this
is a problem that really doesn't matter.
One of the best things about following sports, for me, is arguing about

sports. Everybody wants to think they
are smarter than the people that run their
favorite teams or leagues. There will
never be an anti-tanking system that eve. rybody agrees is perfect. In the end, if
you'-re team doesn't win a championship,
do you really care if they finish second,
or second to last? In my entire life, I
have celebrated two championships (the
Broncos Super :eowls in 1997 and 1998).
Every other year has ranged from exceedingly mediocre to downright putrid.
I've seen the Broncos lose Super Bowls,
and I've seen the Nuggets threaten to lose ·
the most games in a single season. It certainly hurts more to lose in a championship, but both are disappointing in their
own way. For me, the only way that I
continue to find sports appealing, and the
main reason I continue to subject myself
to the near inevitable frustration year after year is to argue about the stupid
things that really don't matter, and to fool
myself into believing that I am smarter
than the people that run my teams, and
the leagues that I follow.
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Intramural Softball Season a Success for
Champion Ball Slappers
By Matthew Golper

On a late December 3rd Thursday
night, the scent of Adderall-tainted sweat
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 and Bud Light filled the air as teams of law
students took a break from studying for
finals to duke it out on the diamond in
hopes of capturing USD's illustrious Grad/
by Eric Meyer
Law Softball Championship.
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12:14 PM - The first meal consumed sports teams like
on game day is obviously extremely im- the New y ork
portant to performance. That's why I hit Yankees are to
up the four food groups at ~aco Surf: 1) Major League
Meat - Came Asada, 2) Dairy - Cheese, Baseball what
sour cream, topp~ng off my Co~e with the Los Angeles
Horchata, 3) Grams - Flour tortilla, 4) Lakers are to the
FruitsNegetables - Hot sauce.
NBA and what
'
5:27 PM - There are a lot of nerves the University
of
on game day. That's why it is essential to Southern Calicalm those nerves with focus, mental fomia is to College Footba11 (yes, USC's
preparation, and a pre-game Beam on the players get paid).
rocks.
Disliked and hated by many, they
6:48 PM - I arrive to the field slightly stood above the rest as they represented the
early. Members of our team begin to ar- highest state of the Grad/Law softball art as
rive. A male member of our team wears the league's only existing previous Grad/
wristbands with the 818 area code tran- Law softball champion. They weren't a
scribed in sharpie. You have to rep your team; they were a mystique. It used to be,
hood (especially if it's the San Fernando when they break-danced out onto the field
Valley of LA) for co-ed intramural foot- to Nelly's "Hot in Herrreee," they were
ball. A female member of our team is carrying a 3-run lead just because they
wearing a Miller Lite bandana. Nothing were the "Ball Slappers."
says athletic prowess like alcohol related
They moved quickly, and they
performance apparel - well except for struck fiercely. They were always in fine,
maybe smoking menthol cigarettes in the furious motion.
outfield during intramural softball. SomeThat is, until the end of the long
one else warming up on the field is head eight-week softball season, when the 3L
to toe in Under Armour. Calm down Ball Slappers fell victim to their egos and
buddy, there's no need for skull caps in old age and were beaten handily by
co-ed football.
younger, faster, more flexible, and better
7: 17 PM _ They score first and run it looking teams comprised of 1Ls and 2Ls in
in for the extra point. Bummer.
Weeks 7 and 8.
·
.
"Frankly, the end of the regular sea7:~2 PM - We score and miss the ex- son was one of the more frightening things
tra pomt. Somewh~t of a bummer.
I've gone through in my life," said
7:46 PM - They score again and win. ' Slappers captain Bridget Keto. "We realI get a text message from my girlfriend ized pretty quickly that the rigors of two
that her flight from Denver is delayed. I whole years of law school social life,
buy a teammate a beer so he will wait paired with a long summer of clerking and
with me at Peabody's.
9:29 PM - I refuse to ever park at an Roots, who are by far the most over-rated
airport and I'll never understand why air- group in hip-hop. They have a knack for
port security guards prohibit cars from always appearing on my shuffle, probawaiting at the curb - Right - it's much bly because I transferred all the music
safer and less cluttered to circle the air- from my friend's computer freshman
port for 20 minutes. I circle terminal 1 for year in college (which included 4 Roots
18 laps, Al Gore would be pissed. I put albums) and this is God and Lars Ulrich's
my I-pod on shuffle and The Roots inex- way of getting back at me. My girlfriend
plicably comes on 3 times. I hate The is wearing a winter headband. It was cold

Diary of an Intramural
Athlete

sitting on our rears 8-10 hours a day had
turned us old. Several of us were even
balding."
The Grad/Law Softball Playoffs
consisted of the top eight of the twenty-one
teams registered for the league. The
'Slappers were lucky enough to be chosen
as the league 's fifth seed.
"We were disappointed with our
season but ecstatic to have still made the
playoffs," Keto said. "We still had a shot."
Had a shot indeed.
After a week of Rogaine treatments
and Jazzercise for the Slappers' balding
and old 3L players, the ' Slappers came out
roaring in the frrst round of the playoffs
and handily defeated another 3L Team, led
by Phil Stephan. The Softball Gods then
blessed the 'Slappers' chances when the #8
seeded "Hard Balls," led by Ross Matteson, pulled off a major upset in the quarterfmals and defeated the # 1 seeded "Legal
Eagles," group of lLs who had previously beaten the 'Slappers during the regular season.
A member of the Hard Balls said
after that game, "I think the 1Ls were
stressed about their upcoming finals.
We're 3Ls; we were really only stressed
about where to go out after our game tonight."
In the first semi-final game, the
'Slappers defeated the upset-minded Hard
Balls in a sloppy game played to the tunes
of·Kid Cudi, Lil Wayne, and Miley Cyrus.
In the second semi-final game, the #3 ·
seeded K Killers, led by Steve Caloiaro,
defeated the #2 seeded "Good Wood" led
by Robert Boeche.
This set the table for a Ball Slappers v. K Killers championship.
The championship contest began
with the Ball Slappers jumping out to an
early lead, up 6-0 after the first inning of
play thanks in part to a three-run home run
from 'Slappers slugger and Jazzercise
extraordinaire Joanna Simon.
After three and a half innings, the
'Slappers held a commanding 9-2 lead over
the 'Killers, and whispers were heard
among the standing room only crowd of 13
law students, 2 small dogs wearing sweaters, and somebody's mother wearing a
parka concerning the possibility that the
'Slappers would walk away untested by the
' Killers on this night. Walking onto the
field in the bottom of the fourth inning,
Ball Slappers third baseman Nick Prola, a
former aspiring Ping Pong Olympian, be-

a

(Continued on page 6)

in Denver.
11 :20 PM - I fall asleep watching
Mad Men on my DVR. I try to convince
my girlfriend that we should be Don and
Betty Draper on Halloween. She says she
doesn't want to be someone old. She still
wan~s to be Heidi and Spencer from The
Hills. That's two losses for the night.

